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Dear Sir or Madam: On behalf of a client, please see the attached letter regarding pre-mle making input regarding mandated position limit regulations to be issued pursuant to
the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.
The client and Akin Gump hereby request an opportunity to meet with the appropriate members of the CFTC staffworking on drafting the federal speculative position limit
regulations to discuss the client’s concerns and to explain in greater detail the organization of the client, its position within the conglomerate it is part of, the policies and
procedures currently in place to prevent information sharing and other relevant matters. Thank-you in advance for your sincere consideration.
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Via EmailPosLimits(8:~CFTC,gov
Coinmodity Futures Trading Commission
Three Lafayette Centre
I155 21st Street, NW
Washington, DC 20581
Attn: Mr. David Stawick, Secretary
The Dodd-Fraak Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection
Act/Prolmsed Regulations for Federal Saeculafive Position Limits

Dear Mr. Stawick:
We am writing to the Commodity Futures "Dading Commission (%;FTC") on behalf
of a client which is a registered commodity trading advisor and in such capacib, is a member
of the National Futures Association {the ’°CTA’). Specifically. we are writing in ar~ticipation
of {he proposed regulations fbr federal speculative position limits for futures contracts based
upon tile same underlying commodity tbr each month across contracts listed by designated
con.tract markets, agreements which settle against any price of contracts listed for trading on a
regi ste red entity, contracts Iisted tbr trod ing on a ib reign board of trade a l low in g LJ. S. person s
to have direct access and swap contracts with a significant price dibcovm:y function
(collectively, "Contracts Subject to Aggregate Position Limits") which the CFTC mus{ adopt
pursuanl to the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (herein~er,
the "Proposed Federal Speculative Position Limit Regulations").

By way of background, the CTA is part of a conglomerate that includes bona fide
hedgers and independent accounl co~trollers (the "Affiliated Traders;’) which trade, amo~g
other assets, commodity futures, options on futures and swaps pursuant to separate~.y
developed and executed strategies. Consistent with CFTC Reg. § 150.3{a)(4)(i)(A)-(D)
""Independent Accoum Controller Safi~ Harbor"), the CIA and the Affiliated Traders have
place robust information sharing walls to prevent an affiliate fi’om knowing or havit~g access
to position data about trades of other affiliams.
Because of the numerous negative consequences set f:orth below, the CTA has
requested that we express its views that the CFTC should not draiqt the Proposed Federa~
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Speculative Position Limit Regulations without including ml exemption l~?om aggregation of
positions along the lines of the Independent Account Controller Safe Harbor.
We have previousb~ commented on behalf of the CTA in this regard with respect to
the CFTC’s proposed Part 151 Regulations for Referenced Energy Contracts dated January
the 26’~’ 2010 (hereinafter.. the
°’t’rcposed~ ~ Part 151 Reg~lations") b~,, letter to Mr. [)avid
Stawick da*ed April 20. 2010 (a copy of which is enclosed herewith). ’lhe Proposed Part 151
Regulations did not provide for an exemption from aggregation of positions in referenced
energy contracts outside of the spot month for independent account controllers, including
independent account controllers which are affiliated entities. An analogous exemption is
currently provided in the Independent Account Controller Sate Harbor. In this regard,
Proposed Part 151 Regulations represented a significant departure from, and a direct reversal
ot; more than 30 years of CFTC rulemaking in this area dating back to the CFTC’s 1979
Statement of Policy on Aggre~_,._ation. of Accounts at~d Adoption of Related
44 Fed. Reg. 115 at P 33839 (July 13. 1979), Without the Independent Account Controller
Sal? Harbor exemption, the CTA believed that the Proposed Part l 51 Regulations would have
needlessly and u~ustly damaged organizations with affiliates which have separate!>developed independent trading strategies that hold or control positions fbr different clients
referenced energy contracts and who comply with the reqt~irements of the Independent
Account Controller Sali:: Harbor. These organizations maintain and enforce written
procedures to ensure that no person or company within the conglomerate outside the trading
entity itself has knowledge otTor has access to the overall futures positions. As such, the CTA
believed there was no need to oblige these organizations to aggregate their positions with
positions of their affiliates, Nevertheless~ under the Proposed Part 151 Regulations they would
have been bound to do so with respect to referenced e~ergy contracts.
In connection with the Proposed Part 151 Regulations. the CFTC did not articulate a.
legal or factual basis tbr not including the independent account controller exemption and i.he
additional requirements for affiliated entities in the Proposed Part 151 Rcgulatio~s. Ratt~er,
the CFT(_ only stated that an exemption °’th.at would allow traders to establish a series of
positions each near a proposed outer bound position limit without aggregation, may not be
appropriate," If two or more traders were acting in concert, this would be an appropriate
concern. However. where two or mote. traders have acted completely independently
establishing positions, each should be permitied to t~ade up to the applicable spect~lative
position Ihnit without aggregation with the other tbr contracts outside the spot month,
CFTC has historically exercised its enforcement authority when two or more persons acting in
concert have exceeded speculative position limits. See for example Commodity Futures
Trading Commission versus Nelson Bunker Hunt et, a_!, 59] F. 2d 1221, (January 8, 1979) and
In the Matter of Volume Investors CoWries Paruch~ Gerald Westheimer and Valarie
Westheime.r., CFTC No, 85-25. Comm. Fur. L. Rep. P 25,234 1992 WI_o 25341 (February 10,
1.992). As such. the CTA is of the wew that the CFTC has the abilitly to efli~ctively police
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speculative position limits. Fm’thermore. the CFTC has not identified ar~y malfunction or
instances of potential harm under the current independent account controller exemption
affiliated entities.

Accordingly, in drafting the Proposed Federal Speculative Position Limit Regulations
the CF~IC should maintain the current exem.ption [br independent account controllers as
as further conditions l~r independent account controllers which are aftiliates as c~,wrently
codified in the Independent Account Controller Safe Harbor, In addition, the CTA believes
that not including an exemption from aggregation of positions in Contracts Subject to
Aggregate Position Limits, along the lines of the Independent Account Controller Safe Harbor
will have the tbllowing adverse side effects that are in part comrarv to the CFTC’s sta~ed
mandate to prevent excess speculation, and in conflict with what the CFTC’s aims in a
broader sense:
Not including an exemption from aggregation in tl~e Proposed Federal
Speculative Position Lira.it Regulations along tl~e lines of the Independent
Account Controller Sate ttarbor will fbrce afliliated trading entitles within tl~e
stone conglomerate either to work with fixed pre-al{Iocated position limits per
affiliated trading entity within the conglomerate and further keep the
in{brmation sharing walls intact or to monitor aggregate positions within
conglomerate against aggregate position limits on an intra~day basis, Both
variants will have adverse side effects.
lntemal pre-allocation of position limits between affiliated trading emities will
make for less liquid markets, a decrease in the number o|" independent market
participants and an increase of the potential for marke~ volatility. The permitted
positions after aggregation ~br a conglomerate will probably not be used to ~.he
fullest extem possible because one affiliate might use only part of its position
capacity while another at~liate would like to extend its position capacity,
Besides this. pre-allocation may lead to the situation that conglomerates will
not permit some of the trading entities in the group to engage in trading the
Contracts Subject to Aggregate Position Limits at all.
Monitoring aggregate positions on an intraday basis would lead to the sit~atio~
that affiliated trading entities that operate independently with separately
developed and executed and trading strategies (that may trade for different
clients) would be forced to share confidential inf;,mnation about the positions
they control. While doing so they will indirectly obtain access to each others’
trading strategies.

The CTA thus believes that information sharing wails within conglomerate
organizations will be significantly weakened if the Proposed Federal Speculative Position
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Limit Regulations would resull in position inIbrmation needling to be shared between
aft]liates. This sharing will make affiliated trading entities within the same conglomerate
more vulnerable to unintended disclosure of confidential in|brmation which would otherwise
not be shared due to the inlbrmation sharing walls. In summary, instead ol~ preventing
aftiliated entities within conglomerates from acting in concert, without a~ exemption li:om
aggregation of positions along the lines of the Indepe,dent Account Controller Sat’e Harbor,
the Proposed Federal Speculative Position Limit Regulations would fi3rce affiliates to work
together in respect ot’aggregating positions and may increase the possibility offl-~e unir~tended
misuse of such confidential information with possible attendant consequences of increased
price volatil ity.
Finally, because of the complexity of monitoring on a conglomerate basis, the needled
int?’astructure, IT and staff and the number of markets involved, the CTA believes that if
Proposed FederaI Speculative Position Limit Regulations are ad.opte~l without an exemption
|’tom aggregation of positions along the lines of the Independent Account Controller Sal~
Harbor, an additional unintended and undesirable consequence may be a significan~ increase
in operational failures.
In conclusion, file CTA urges the CFTC to maintain the independent account
controller exemption, including the addNonal requirements t~3r at:i’~liates as set forth in CFTC
Reg, § 150,3(a)(4)(i)(A)-(D), as pa~ of the Proposed Fecleral Speculative Positior~ Limit
Regulations,
We would welcome the opportunity to meet with the appropriate members of the
C:FTC staff working on drafting the: Federal Speculative Position Limit Regulations to explain
in greater detail the organization of the CTA and its position within the conglomerate it is part
o1[, the policies and procedures curren.tly in. place to prevent infomaatio~ sharing amo~g ~he
CTA and its Affiliated Traders and other relevant matters,

The views expressed in this letter are those of the CTA and ,or of Akin Gump Strauss
Hauer & Feld H.P or an?,’ other client of Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP.

.1PBijms
Cc: William Morris, Esq,
Mark Bar|h, Esq,

April 20. 20! (~

Dear Mr. Staw~ck:
are writing u~ the’ (:ommod~t3 Fui.ores Tradir~g Commissior~ C"CF’t’C"~ ~m b~:hal f o [’ ~:~
~vhi.ch ~s a reg~s{cred c~.m~modilv {fading advisor and

Igv ~,~,av olbackgrotmd, ~ (":TA is par* ofa eongtomerate that
and ~:~p~ions pursuat~t ~,, scparalcly developed, executed and marketed
~’Sat~ Harbor").. fl~e CI A and the .Al’fi[iated Traders have in place
~ecaus¢ of the numcn~us negative consequences set ti.~r~.h below. ~l~e CTA has
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The (.’t::T(" has rt,:,q articulated any tegal or thc~u~d basis ~br not inct~Jdh~g
a.ccoun~ controller exemption and the ~d(ti~ional --,- ; .....
Pro~,so:l Part 151 Regu[a~ion~ Rather. th.e C.FT(’ only s~ated that an

applicable specuia~ve p~:~sitio~? limit wifl~ou/,~.~, ~:,,at~o.,~’ 3,2r-’~.’. ..... " w~th the other
m<m~h. ’l’he CFIC has historically exercised iis enlbrccmcni .aulitorilv wh~m 1w~, or more
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